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We go to work for you, you stay home for us.

The beginning of the 2020 year corresponds to the

emergence of a new coronavirus, called SARS-Cov-2 for severe

acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 or COVID-19. This

virus has abruptly set the world in a pandemic state as we are

entering the blossoming spring. The health, the culture, and

the economic stakes are major. The entire medical community

is currently working hard to overcome the COVID 19 illness

and to consolidate a universal framework to investigate a

targeted therapy that could save lives.

For neurologists, the COVID 19 illness has 2 major

implications: the first is the protection of the older population

which represents the majority of our patients including stroke,

dementia, Parkinson’s disease, and amyotrophic lateral

sclerosis, who are at risk of respiratory failure and multi-

organ dysfunction. To date, we only have supportive care and

quarantines but we already know that our worldwide health

care system is not well-enough equipped to satisfy needs of

hospital space and ventilators. The second is the protection of

patients with immunosuppressive drugs in auto-immune

diseases and brain tumors. We know that among the different

factors for a severe course of Covid-19 (hypertension,

cardiovascular disease, stroke, diabetes, asthma, obesity. . .)

immunosuppression is also considered an important risk.

Oncologists have already published recommendations we can

rely on. However, right now, we do not have clear information

on the effect of COVID-19 in multiple sclerosis, neuromyelitis

optica or myasthenia gravis patients especially treated when

immunosuppressive drugs. First reports are encouraging,

demonstrating that patients with immunomodulatory treat-

ments could be less at risk due to a quiescent immune state,

which decreases the cytokine storm inducing a milder host-

inflammatory response when contracting the virus [1]. The

French MS effort recently built a registry to collect information

with the collaboration of the Société Francophone de la SEP

(SFSEP) and the French network for research on MS

(FCRIN4MS). We hope that we will be able to have data

available from this registry during the next few weeks to help
neurologists manage the patients. The entire MS community

(SFSEP, CRCSEP, ARSEP, LFSEP, MIRCEM, OFSEP) edited

recommendations for MS patients which might translate to

other autoimmune diseases especially regarding immuno-

suppressive drugs [2].

Eventually, we also observed some neurological complica-

tions of COVID-19 such as encephalitis and acute polyradicu-

litis [3]. It is still unclear if these complications are directly due

to the viral infestation or post-infectious auto-immune

reactions. The neurological community is currently working

to better evaluate and estimate the consequences of this viral

war on the neurological field. We are sure that this collective

effort, the daily enhancement to the importance of social

distancing, sanitization, and general hygiene measures not

only for the neurologists but for everyone else will help us to

control this health nightmare and to limit its direct and

indirect effects. We would like to thank all of you for your

contribution to this effort.
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